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ABSTRACT
Three dimensional (3D) printed models have been utilized in a small sample size study on the
comprehension and retention of crystallographic core concepts in a lecture based 300-level general
education course at Portland State University. The course’s content and goals are described in some
detail so that other instructors may gain a better understanding of what we wanted to achieve with
both the course and our test of the effectiveness of 3D printed models. Although largely qualitative,
the results of this study were overwhelmingly positive. A direct route from open-access
crystallographic information framework files to 3D print files and 3D printed models is described
and it is hoped that other college educators will design and utilize their own models in their classes.
Since 3D printed models can now be designed by individual college educators, it becomes all the
more important to tie them as closely as possible to specific course goals. We hope that our work
may serve as an example in this respect. The appeal is finally made to other college educators to
share 3D print files and supporting teaching material over the Internet.
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1. Introduction
It has been reported more than a decade ago1
that more than 150 students who held 3D
physical models of molecules in their hands
gained a better understanding of their
geometric-structural intricacies than they could
otherwise obtain from viewing sketches of
these models on some two dimensional (2D)
support surface alone.
The analysis of data on approximately 400,000
high school students over five decades showed
that success in the science, technology,

engineering and mathematics (i.e. the so called
STEM) domains is directly linked to a person’s
skill in visualizing spatial relations in two and
three dimensions2.
Chemistry and crystallography model kits have
for more than two hundred years3,4 been utilized
precisely for the purposes of building up spatial
visualization skills and enhancing the students’
comprehension and retention of course material
in chemistry, mineralogy, crystallography,
crystal physics, physical metallurgy, and
materials science classes.
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As there are also disadvantages to using these
model kits (which will be discussed briefly at
the end of this paper), 3D printed5-7
crystallographic models have been brought
recently into 300 level general education
classes at Portland State University (PSU) with
support from the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and 3D Systems Corporation. These
classes were taught by the first author of this
paper as part of a lecture based course under the
title: “Introduction to Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology”. The second author audited
these classes out of personal interest.
There are already a few reports on the usage
and utility of 3D printed models in college8-12
education. It was Timothy Herman12, Arthur
Olson13, and their respective coworkers who
started this field more then a decade ago. The
Center for BioMolecular Modeling at the
Milwaukee School of Engineering (Wisconsin,
USA) became under Tim Herman’s directorship
an
instructional
materials
development
laboratory with focus on the molecular
biosciences12. This center’s sister organization,
3D Molecular Designs14, has a more
commercial focus. Arthur Olson, on the other
hand, runs both the Science Within Reach LLC
company15 and the Molecular Graphics
Laboratory16 at the Scripps Research Institute in
La Jolla, California, USA.
Because we created our 3D crystallographic
models17-19 expressly for the purpose of
enlivening classes in the above mentioned
course, it is natural that we felt compelled to
conduct our own small sample study on the 3D
printed crystallographic models’ impact on the
students’ comprehension and retention of
selected course material. The results of this
study as well as background on the course
content and goals are presented in this paper.
We are confident that our small sample study
on the effectiveness of these kinds of models
will soon be complemented by more detailed
studies with similar foci but much larger sample
sizes.
We consider our paper as topical because there
are at least sixteen other groups and individuals
that are developing 3D printed chemistry,

crystallography, and structural-biology models9or use 3D printers in the process of
creating such models32. As more educators and
researchers join this field, the day when any
college educator in the world may enliven her
or his classrooms with 3D printed models is not
far away. This should in principle also apply to
Kindergarten through 12 to 14 years of preuniversity education, i.e. the so called K-12 and
K-14 sectors in the USA. (K-14 includes two
years at community colleges.)
13,20-31

In the following section, we describe the
course’s content and goals in some detail. This
is deemed necessary to facilitate a better
understanding of what exactly we wanted to
achieve with the course, our 3D printed
models17-19, and our test of the effectiveness of
these models.
Details on our small sample study follow in the
third section of this paper. The fourth section
discusses disadvantages of commercial model
kits and advantages of self designed models.
That section mentions a direct route from
openly accessible Crystallographic Information
Framework (often referred to by their acronym
as CIF) files, file extension *.cif, to 3D print
files. Routes to obtain 3D print outs of selfdesigned crystallographic models are also
outlined there.
Our summary and conclusions section contains
an appeal to like minded individuals to share
teaching material and 3D print files over the
Internet. A total of seven short appendices
complement the main body of this paper.

2. The introductory nanoscience and
nanotechnology general education course
and its students
2.1. Organizational background of the course
The course is formally assigned to the curriculum of the physics department (as that is the
affiliation of the instructor), but open to all
interested students from the natural and social
sciences, all engineering disciplines, as well as
all humanities. There are no prerequisites for

this course. The course is not presently part of
any major or minor. Consequently, the students
in the class elected to take this course,
potentially out of personal interest.
The course is part of a sequence of three 300
level general education courses around the
wider field of nanotechnology. There is no
requirement to take the entire course sequence.
Tenured faculty members from other
departments teach the other two courses. The
titles of those other two courses are
“Nanotechnology, Society and Sustainability”,
and “Nanotechnology: Simulation & Design”.
While the first of these two courses is also
taught as part of the curriculum of PSU’s
College of the Liberal Arts and Sciences, the
second is taught at PSU’s Fariborz Maseeh
College of Engineering and Computer Science
and is complemented by supporting laboratory
work. It is the intention of the instructors of
these three courses to support dedicated
nanoscience and nanotechnology minors in
several departments across the PSU campus in
the future.
At PSU, there is also a higher level (advanced
undergraduate/graduate) “Introduction to NanoMaterials Science and Engineering”33 course
that builds on these courses. An active
community of interdisciplinary college
educators that organized themselves into the
Portland Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
Academy34 offers supporting nanoscience and
nanoengineering laboratory courses.

2.2. The course content and goals
We believe that for this general science
education course at the 300 level (which
requires no prerequisites), an eclectic mix of
phenomena at the one to approximately 100 nm
length scales and their contemporary technical
exploitation needs to be covered in a fairly
qualitative manner. After several hours of
introductory lectures on the breadth and depth
of the field, four main conclusions are reached
by the students (guided by the instructor): (i)

that there is interesting science at the nanometer
length scale that goes back some 150 years in
its most qualitative form35 and some 100 years
in its more quantitative form36, but (ii) “there is
no such thing as nanotechnology”37 just (iii) as
there is “no such thing as a nanotechnology
industry”38,39 and (iv) “no such thing as a
homogeneous nanotechnology market”40. This
is because nanotechnology is an enabling and
supporting technology for many existing
industries and markets. Alternatively, it was
already clear at the end of the last century that
“there are a variety of nanotechnologies, not
just one”41.
Some of these statements came as surprises to
several of the students in the course. These
students may have intended to take the course
precisely for the reason of preparing themselves
for working in such an industry and
participating in such a market. Other students
realized that all of this is actually good news
and that a strong foundation in the sciences will
allow them to be successful in the future.
Nanotechnology is in our course understood
and taught as “the buzzword and an umbrella
term to designate nothing less than the state of
the art in science and technology in what is the
normal progression and evolution of the
relationship of humankind with its habitat and
environment.”37 The course goals are best
described by the continuation of the previous
quote: “To engage in the nanotechnology
discourse is to engage in the science and
technology discourse.”37
As already mentioned above, a diverse mix of
topics from the applied natural sciences
(applied
physics,
chemistry,
biology,
biochemistry and biophysics), qualifies for such
a discourse as it needs to be closely connected
to a range of engineering disciplines (electrical,
mechanical, chemical, biochemical and
biophysical) in order to complement a
discussion on contemporary nanometer-length
scale technologies.
The natural choice is, therefore, to proceed after
the introductory lectures with an introduction to
the double discipline materials science and
engineering based on a monograph42 (R. W.
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Cahn, The Coming of Materials Science) that is
very highly regarded in the scientific
community. A more recent upper division
undergraduate
textbook43
(C.
Binns,
Introduction
to
Nanoscience
and
Nanotechnology) and a highly sophisticated
popular science book44 (R. A. L. Jones, Soft
Machines, Nanotechnology and Life) from
which content has been taken for this course
break nanotechnology down into incremental,
evolutionary, and radical varieties. While the
textbook states that “a lot of incremental
nanotechnology” is in fact only a “re-branding
of other, more traditional lines of research such
as materials science and chemistry”43, the
second book notes that this variety of
nanotechnology “is actually no different in
character to what has been studied in fields like
metallurgy, materials science and colloidal
science for the last fifty years”44 (see also
appendix A).
What makes nanoscience and nanotechnology
different are their foci on the one to
approximately 100 nm length scale. Since more
traditional materials science and engineering
covers all larger length scales, it makes perfect
sense to us to consider these new developments
as being part of the tradition of incremental
advancements. Without any doubt, much is to
be gained by exploiting the phenomena that are
unique to the one to approximately 100 nm
length scale. We feel, however, that our
students are best served if they gain insights
into the wider context of nanoscience and
nanotechnology.
Arthur von Hippel’s grand 1956 vision about
the then emerging field of materials science and
engineering,
i.e.
”instead
of
taking
prefabricated materials and trying to devise
engineering applications consistent with their
macroscopic properties, one builds materials
from their atoms and molecules for the purpose
at hand”45, reads indeed much like modern
definitions of the incremental and evolutionary
varieties of nanoscience and nanoengineering
that are based on nanometer level structuring of
custom made materials and devices.

The materials science and engineering (MSE)
double discipline has been represented since
1989 by an iconic tetrahedron, the MSE
tetrahedron46. All four corners of this
tetrahedron represent a fundamental core
concept46 of this double discipline. By the
tetrahedron’s 43m point symmetry, all corners
of this platonic polyhedron are equivalent so
that the four core concepts: (i) Structure, (ii)
Properties,
(iii)
Processing,
and
(iv)
Performance are of equal importance when one
engages with MSE.
In the case of nano-materials science and
engineering, the “nano-core” concepts of Size,
Shape, Dimensionality, and Topology47 need to
be covered in addition. Our suggestion is to put
all four of these additional core concepts into
the center of the MSE tetrahedron, making it
the nano-MSE tetrahedron, Fig. 1, which
represents the essential content of our course.
Tying the course content to the Nano-Materials
Science and Engineering Tetrahedron has the
added advantage that no special environmental
implications of nanotechnology need to be
discussed33,48. Note that any remaining concerns
about the impact of nanotechnology on society
are addressed in the above-mentioned
“Nanotechnology, Society and Sustainability”
course within our 300 level general education
course sequence.

Size, Shape,
Dimensionality,
and Topology

Figure 1: The Nano-Materials Science and
Engineering Tetrahedron modified after
references33,46.

The practices and opportunities of building
materials from their atoms and molecules for
the purpose at hand45 and the incremental
nanoscience and nanotechnology varieties’
preference for the solid state led us directly to
utilizing a range of 3D printed models of
atomic arrangements in solids and molecules.
(This explains why we made crystallography
part of the course syllabus. Designing 3D
printed models that demonstrate the nano-core
concepts of shape, dimensionality and topology
to our students are underway.)
Evolutionary nanotechnology has been
described as the engineering of specific
functions into each nano-particle or nanometer
structured region of some larger materials
entity43,44. Integrated electronic circuits and
their molecular electronics alternatives are well
known representatives of this kind of
nanotechnology. In our course, this variety of
nanotechnology plays an important role, but a
clarifying emphasis is made that success in this
field relies entirely on progress in nanomaterials science and engineering. (This is
actually so since the late 90s of the last century,
i.e. since traditional down scaling no longer
sufficed and new materials with better
properties needed to be developed49.)
Nanoscience is, accordingly, all about the
converging of the traditional scientific
disciplines and the energy scales of
fundamental processes50 at the one to
approximately 100 nanometer length scale. As
there is a full course taught by a senior
electrical engineer, i.e. the above mentioned
“Nanotechnology: Simulation & Design” in our
course sequence, it makes sense to focus the
present course on incremental nanotechnology
(previously mentioned as the “rebranding” of
various aspects of materials science, whereby
size, shape, dimensionality, and topology are
the nano-core concepts) while also covering a
few of the basics of radical nanoscience.
Since radical nanotechnology is all about more
or less autonomously acting machines at the
nanometer length scale that are constructed out
of molecular components43,44, it is not yet a
reality. Our course covers selected topics of the

well established scientific foundation of that
future field on the basis of the above mentioned
books and distinguishes real science clearly
from the science fiction and pseudo-science of
some well known futurists, see appendix B.
Another main goal of the course is the aiding of
the realization in the students’ minds of the
importance of mathematics in the natural
sciences. As atomic-level relations between
structures and physical/chemical properties are
at the core of materials science, an introduction
to basic crystallography is part of our course.
This is because (i) most technologically
important inorganic materials are crystalline,
(ii) most properties of crystals are anisotropic,
(iii) crystallography has been generalized51-55 to
the comprehensive science of structures,
properties and functions of all forms of
condensed matter at the atomic and mesoscopic
length scales, and (iv) it allows the instructor to
introduce
simple
but
very
powerful
mathematical concepts.
These concepts are the Bravais lattices on
which Miller indices are defined and point
symmetries that need to be combined with
translation symmetries in order to arrive at the
space symmetries that crystals can be classified
into. Although full mastery of this mathematical
framework is not expected from the students,
they should ideally gain an appreciation that it
is only by abstract mathematics that the atomic
structures of crystalline materials becomes
comprehensible.
Note that generalized crystallography51-55, i.e.
“the science of structures at a particular level
of organization, being concerned with
structures bigger than those represented by
simple atoms but smaller than those of, for
example, the bacteriophage”52, actually forms
the “structural foundations” of nanoscience and
nanotechnology of all three varieties. Our
course only mentions progress in the
elucidation and application of non-crystalline
and
liquid
structures52-55 briefly,
but
demonstrates structures and functions of
physiological important proteins with the help
of the interactive Proteopedia web site56.
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2.3. Some characteristics of the students in
the course
There were 22 students enrolled in this course
for credit. Three students opted for the “pass/no
pass” grading option. (There were also two
senior persons with PhDs in Chemistry auditing
on a more or less regular basis.)
As the class was offered both as a general
science education course and as a physics
course, there was a wide variety of majors of
the students. Tables I and II list the study status
and declared major for the students that took
the class as SCI 382U and PH 382U,
respectively.
Table 1: Students in the course under the SCI
382U label as a general science education class.
Study Status
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior

Declared Major
Mechanical Engineering
Biology
Social Work
Psychology
Music: Performance
Computer Science
Mechanical Engineering
Science Education

We inferred from the information provided in
these two tables that major differences in the
overall course performance are not to be
expected simply on the basis of under which
course label the students took the course.
Indeed later analyses of variance tests
performed with the software package MinitabTM
supported the hypotheses that there was no
statistically significant difference (at the 99 %
confidence level) between the midterm and
final exam scores of both groups of students.
The average grade of the students that took the
course under the label PH 382U was only
approximately 4 % higher than the average
grade of the students that took the course under
the label SCI 382U.

Table 2: Students in the course under the PH
382U label as a physics class.
Study
Status
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior

Declared Major
undeclared
Psychology
Physics
Physics
Art: Graphic Design
Art: Graphic Design
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Physics
Philosophy
Philosophy
Business Admin.: Finance
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering

3. The comprehension and retention of
crystallographic core concepts study
3.1. Goals
The goals of the comprehension and retention
study were closely related to the course goals.
While it was not expected that the students
acquire a comprehensive mastery of selected
core concepts of geometrical structural
crystallography, they should ideally take away
from the corresponding part of the course a
deep appreciation that all matter is made up of
atoms, that there is an enormous multitude of
atomic arrangements, and that the properties of
materials
are
determined
by
these
arrangements.
Our 3D printed models were designed and
produced17-19 primarily to aid this appreciation.
The fact that current 3D print/design
technologies allow for almost any arbitrary
design was very helpful here; any college
educator can now come up with her or his own
3D models. We will expand on this in section 4.
The study of the comprehension and retention
of crystallographic core concepts was designed

to test the effectiveness of the models for this
purpose.

3.3. Student group specific preparations for
the comprehension and retention test

3.2. Student recruitment for the study

A set of 17 power point slides that covered the
3D Bravais lattices; cubic and hexagonal
densest packings of equal spheres, see Fig. 2;
2D space filling periodic arrangements as
combinations of Bravais lattices and motifs
(unit cell contents) with certain point
symmetries, see Fig. 3; Cu, W, and Mg
structural prototypes; halite, fluorite, sphalerite
and diamond structural prototypes as derived
from the Cu prototype by the filling of
interstices; as well as CsCl and CaTiO3 as
examples of crystal structures that are based on
a primitive cubic lattice, were used in the
special preparatory review lectures for the study
group and the first control group. These power
point slides contained a total of 27 sketches,
photos and drawings with an absolute minimum
of explanatory words.

All 22 “for credit” students in the course were
invited to participate in the study in advance,
but only 15 showed up for the first part, i.e.
special 50 minute long reviews of selected
course material with and without the support of
3D printed models. For the second part, i.e.
separate testing of identical material during the
following lecture period, four more students
showed up who were not part of either of these
two groups that had a special review of the
material at the previous lecture period.
These four students took the comprehension
and retention test nevertheless, in effect
constituting a second control group. All
students in the three groups signed a
participation consent form that clarified the
goals and procedure of the study.
As most students would probably have
preferred to be in the study group (that would
have access to the 3D printed models) rather
than in the (first) control group (that would not
have that benefit), the students were randomly
assigned to the study and control group by the
course instructor (by literally throwing a die).
As mentioned above, a second control group
formed from students that did not attend the
special course material review on the first day
of the study.
The students participated in the study on an
entirely voluntary basis. There were no obvious
incentives to participate in the study other than
wanting to learn about the material. It was made
clear that (i) what is on the comprehension and
retention test will not be part of the final exam
and (ii) that the results of this test will in no
way affect the final grade of any student in the
course.

One of these sketches and one of the drawings
are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Note that 3D
printed models of the unit cell of the hexagonal
densest packing of equal spheres and the facecentered cubic unit cell that matched what is
shown in the bottom row of Fig. 2 were used
during the review of the material in the study
group.

Figure 2 needs two
columns for proper
display and is currently
at the end of the paper.
This figure needs to
show up before Figure 3
as it carries a reference.
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A “three piece kit” to demonstrate the CsCl
structural prototype and its underlying simple
cubic Bravais lattice is shown in Figure 8. The
above mentioned models were complemented
by models of a sucrose molecule and crystal,
crystalline sodium chloride, and a C60
buckminsterfullerene molecule, Figure 9. All of
our 3D printed models have dimensions of
several centimeters.

Figure 3: Reproduction of a section of a periodic
drawing of the artist M. C. Escher58. Such drawings
are very useful for the demonstration of Bravais
lattices, lattice points, unit cells, periodic motifs, and
point symmetries within 2D space symmetries.

Both student groups were shown exactly the
same set of power point slides, were given
(more or less) the same explanations of these
slides by the instructor, and in each case the
review lectures lasted approximately 50
minutes. Observation notes from both student
group review lectures are provided in
appendices C.I and C.II. During the special
review with the study group, 3D printed models
were demonstrated and passed around through
the class.
These supporting 3D models comprised unit
cells of the hexagonal densest packing of equal
spheres, Fig. 4, and unit cells of the simple,
body-centered and face-centered cubic Bravais
lattices, Fig. 5 There were also opened-up
versions of the face-centered cubic unit cell,
which exposed the tetrahedral and octahedral
interstices in the interior of the unit cell, small
spheres that fitted into the interstices and
complementary matching pieces to close the
unit cell in order to obtain representations of the
fluorite and sphalerite structural prototypes,
Figure 6. An analogous opened-up version of
the unit cell of the hexagonal densest packing
of equal spheres was also used, Figure 7.

Figure 4: 3D printed models of the unit cells of the
hexagonal densest packing of equal spheres. The
translation and point symmetry, the space and subperiodic space (i.e. layer) group and their site
symmetries can all be demonstrated with a few of
these models. (The formation of a hexagonal prism
that some students may mistake for the hexagonal
unit cell can also be demonstrated.)

Figure 5: 3D Unit cells of the simple, body-centered
and face-centered cubic unit cells of equal spheres.

The second control group did not benefit from
having the special 50 minutes course material
review presented to them with or without the
3D printed models. The members of this group
had, however, some prior exposure to about two
thirds of this material during the regular course.
The members of the second control group had
their test together with the members of the first

control group. During that test, printed out
copies of the special review power point slides
were available for consultation by the students
of both groups, but were mainly consulted by
the members of the second control group.

Figure 6: 3D printed opened-up version of the facecentered cubic unit cell with exposed tetrahedral and
octahedral interstices (right) and complementary
matching piece to “close” the unit cell (left).

Figure 8: 3D printed models to demonstrate the
CsCl structural prototype. Left: assembled pieces
with a blue sphere in the middle. Middle and right:
disassembled pieces and a translucent sphere,
representing the Cs+ ion. Without these spheres, the
two pieces represent the simple cubic Bravais lattice
(i.e. one lattice point per unit cell), see also end of
appendix C.I.

a

Figure 7: 3D printed opened-up versions of the unit
cell of the hexagonal densest packing of equal
spheres with exposed octahedral interstices and a
complementary matching piece to “close” three unit
cells.

The members of the study group, on the other
hand, had access to both, printed out copies of
the special review and the 3D models during
their test. Similar to the members of the first
control group, the students of the study group
did not consult either of these materials much.
This is probably because the students of both
groups where well aware that the powerpoint
slides contained a minimum of explanatory text.

c

b

d

Figure 9: Complementing 3D printed models. Top
row: (a) sucrose (common sugar) molecule and (b)
sucrose crystal. Bottom row: (c) crystalline sodium
chloride (table salt) and (d) C60 buckminsterfullerene
(buckyball) molecule.

3.4. The comprehension and retention test
itself

Removed in this version to not
bias the tests this quarter
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3.5. Test Results and Discussion

comprehension and retention test than the first
control group.

The student scores on the comprehension and
retention test for the study group (with both
special course material review and 3D models),
control group I (with special course material
review only), and control group II (without
review and 3D models) are given in Table 3.
The average scores of the test for the study
group, first control group and second control
group are given in the last row of this table.
While the study group and the first control
group each had seven members, the second
control group comprised only four students.
The maximum possible test score was 38
points.

As the sample size of the second control group
was approximately 43 % smaller than that of
the first control group and the study group, we
refrained from further statistical hypothesis
testing.

No attempts were made to distinguish between
points
that
had
been
acquired
by
comprehension or might be only due to
retention or the application of common sense.
We believe, however, that some of the points
could only be gained by a clear comprehension
of the crystallographic core concepts that were
tested. This belief is based on the complexity of
some of the questions; see for example the
caption of Fig. 10.
Table 3: Total students’ scores by group
membership. The final row is the average score
for the students listed in the corresponding
column.
Study group Control
group I
30
20
23
17.5
23
15
19
13.5
16
11
16
10
13.5
9
20.1
13.7

Control
group II
12.5
11.0
10.5
9.0

10.8

An analysis of variance test of the data of the
first two columns of Table 3 with the MinitabTM
software package supports the hypothesis (at
the 90 % confidence level) that the study group
performed significantly better on the

Our qualitative interpretation of the 13.7 and
10.8 point average scores of the first and second
control group is that further reviewing of
previously covered course material and
lecturing on some new material was not very
productive when done without the 3D printed
models. The differences in the 20.1 and 10.8
point average scores for the study group and
second control group, on the other hand, clearly
demonstrated to us the effectiveness of the 3D
printed models in enhancing the students’
learning.
The question remains why the students
performed so much better than their peers when
they had the added benefit of a lecture based
review with support by the 3D models. The
same kind of question has been asked when
students benefitted from virtual reality
computer simulations61, but an answer to such
questions may only emerge when the thought
processes of the students are investigated and
understood.
We leave such investigations to more
specialized researchers. Clues to resolving this
“mystery” might be found in the history and
sociology of science62.

4. Commercial model kits versus selfdesigned models and direct routes to the
latter’s design and fabrication
None of the 3D printed models we used in our
course are, to our knowledge, part of a
commercially available model kit. Models that
are built to order may be cost prohibitive as
customized designs using traditional subtractive
machining technologies require much time for
design and execution.

The main disadvantage of commercial model
kits is in our opinion, however, that they were
designed by somebody else and, therefore, not
necessarily matched to the intended purpose of
the individual instructor. The reason that there
are so many different model kits is that they are
designed to highlight certain features while
unavoidably ignoring and misrepresenting other
features3,62,63.
One may, therefore, need several models that
complement each other in order to explain a
complex concept comprehensively. 3D printed
models have the advantage that one can design
them all by oneself regardless of their
complexity. Prospectively, 3D printed models
will be so inexpensive that several of them
could be designed by a course instructor to
visualize highly complex concepts with this
complementarily in mind.
Also 3D printed models are so durable that they
can be used in college courses for many years
and be exchanged freely with colleagues. Just
as an educator needs to tailor information on
power point slides from other instructors to her
or his own classroom needs, she or he may also
feel a need to design 3D printed models for the
illustration of complex concepts.
Freely downloadable computer programs18,64-67
to convert *.cif files68 into *.stl69 and *.wrl70
files that 3D printers understand will come in
handy for these designs. (A software license
from the University of Washington at Seattle is
required only when commercial usages of these
programs are intended. While Figure 9a was
designed with Cif2VRML18,62-66, Figure 9b was
designed with WinXMorph18,67.)
While *.stl allows for monochrome printing on
all kinds of inexpensive 3D printers and
hobbyist machines4, *.wrl allows for color71
printing. As mentioned briefly in appendix E,
there are already hundreds of thousands of files
with extension *.cif in open access and can be
downloaded freely from the Internet.
In order to produce 3D printed models, one
does not need to “own” a 3D printer. There are
commercial (over-night) print shops72 which
will be very happy to do the printing. What one

has to provide, however, are the *.stl69 and
*.wrl70 files of the models.
Also if one is working in a larger college of
liberal arts and/or sciences, the institutional
workshop or one of the engineering
departments will probably have a 3D printer
already or get one soon. With the world-wide
success of open source self-replicating rapid
prototypers, so called RepRaps5, that can print
approximately one half of their own parts,
hobbyist 3D printers became economically
viable for the average US household73. In both
cases, one will have to provide the 3D print
files in order to produce the models.
In the “working for the greater good spirit” of
the forming community of enthusiasts of 3D
printing of crystallographic models (see
appendix F), we will put our current and future
3D print files with educational relevance for
materials science and engineering classes into
open access at the PSU Nano-Crystallography
Group’s website74.
We will also upload the teaching material of
our
introductory
nanoscience
and
nanotechnology course (with direct links to the
3D print files of our models) to the National
Resource Center for Materials Technology
Education (MatEd)75 at Edmonds Community
College in the State of Washington.
Appendix G describes recent efforts by the
emerging community of enthusiasts of 3D
printing of crystallographic models to create
open access 3D print file repositories for both
small molecules and macromolecules.
When one has benefitted from the work of
others that have put such resources into open
access, why should one not share power point
slides with supporting 3D print files with other
college educators that teach similar classes?
Creative commons licenses76 were created with
this kind of application in mind.

5. Summary and conclusions
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We enlivened a 300 level general education
course on nanoscience and nanotechnology
with 3D printed crystallographic models. A
small sample study on the effectiveness of these
models followed.
In qualitative terms, we conclude from this
study that reviewing previous course material
and lecturing on some new material was of
limited effectiveness. Our 3D printed models,
on the other hand, proved to be very effective in
conveying core crystallographic concepts.
Loosely speaking: while reviewing and more
traditional lecturing only enhanced the student’s
comprehension and retention by approximately
one quarter (from 10.8 to 13.7 points on
average), reviewing and lecturing with the aid
of 3D printed models nearly doubled it (from
10.8 to 20.1 points on average).
Since custom designed 3D crystallographic
models can now be produced by relatively
inexpensive means by anybody, we look
forward to seeing more usage of them in
college classes and more studies on the
effectiveness of such models.
As for a searchable library of point power slides
with supporting 3D print files specific to a
range of college courses, let’s build it together.
The more contributors, the merrier the process
will be.
We felt compelled to describe in some detail
the course in which the 3D printed models were
used. Also we needed to mention the content of
the other two courses at Portland State
University that complement this course. The
breaking
down
of
nanoscience
and
nanotechnology into incremental, evolutionary,
and radical varieties makes perfect sense to us
with respect to teaching and studying the
subject. Since our course serves also as an
introduction to the other two courses, its focus
is on both materials science and engineering as
well as on phenomena and engineering
opportunities at the one to approximately 100
nm length scale (i.e. the incremental
nanoscience and nanotechnology varieties).
We felt also compelled to mention that our
course deals with some of the scientific basics

of the radical varieties of nanoscience and
nanotechnology. Discussions of these topics on
the basis of well established nanoscience
principles should ideally enable the students to
make up their own minds on what may
eventually become reality and what might
remain science fiction and pseudo-science for a
very long time (or even forever).
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Appendices
A. From metallurgy to interdisciplinary
nanoscience
Modern metallurgy grew out of applied
chemistry, since the great British metallurgist
William Hume-Rothery did his seminal studies on
the structures and properties of alloys and
intermetallic compounds initially in Oxford
University’s Chemistry Department. Also
materials science emerged “out of metallurgy by
physics” according to the American industrial
scientist Herbert Holomon77.
Further
progress
in
nanoscience
and
nanotechnology is to be achieved by bringing
molecular and structural biology78 as well as
informatics79, into the existing interdisciplinary

nanoscience fray that has so far been chiefly
defined by chemistry and applied physics.

B. Science fiction and pseudo-science that is in
our course contrasted to the scientific
foundations of radical nanotechnology
A well known futurist80,81, who wrongly claims to
have coined the term “nanotechnology” (while
this was really done by Norio Taniguchi82 in
1974), and others of his ilk83 would like the world
to believe that perfectly functioning nanomachines, e.g. the ribosome and enzymes, that
nature developed over billennia by natural
selection on the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid
molecules, must be inferior to man-made
assembler80 machines (that are either self
replicating and may create a gray goo84 or not)
simply because they are composed of soft
material. By the same argument, that futurist
believes that the products of man-made “nanofactories”81 must be superior to the products of
living biological systems.
Our course literally takes pages out of the
carefully researched “Anti-Drexler” that Richard
Jones44 authored in order to demonstrate how
fantastic the biological nano-machines actually
are, precisely because they are dynamical (and
soft) systems that evolved to work in salt water
solutions at around room temperature where
Brownian motion is significant for nanometer
sized entities.
Note that an “Anti-Kurzweil” book does not need
to be written. This is because the “singularity
postulate”83 of science fiction is essentially
debunked by the realization that instead of
following exponential functions, all natural
growth is much better approximated by logistic
functions85, which do not grow without bounds.
The cartoon in figure B1 is in our “Introduction to
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology” course utilized
to illustrate consequences of allegedly unbound
exponential growth.

Figure B1 needs two columns
for proper display and is
currently at the end of the
paper. This figure needs to

show up before Appendix C as
it carries a reference.
C. Observations and personal impressions of
an impartial observer (with a PhD in
chemistry) from the 5/15/14 special review
lecture sessions

Removed from this version
E. Crystallographic Information Framework
(*.cif) files in open access
As mentioned above, there are hundreds of
thousands of files with extension *.cif in open
access87,88 that contain all of the essential
structural information of small molecules87,
proteins88, and small to medium sized unit cell
crystals87. Utilizing the above mentioned
conversion software18,64-67 (or an alternative
conversion route mentioned in appendix F), any
college educator can, thus, produce her or his own
3D print files in a straightforward way.
To mention just the two largest open access
crystallography databases that allow for free
downloads of *.cif files: the Crystallography
Open Database87 (COD) features currently more
than 295,000 entries; the Worldwide Protein
Databank88 (wwPDB) features currently more
than 100,000 entries. To put these two numbers
into perspective, the total number of structures of
small molecules, proteins, and inorganic crystals
determined each year since 1971 is given in
reference89.

F. The emerging community of enthusiasts of
3D printing of crystallographic models
A listserv90 and a wiki91 site have been set up at
the University of Alabama Libraries, where
subscribers and visitors can share relevant
information. Standing for “3D Printing
Crystallography Group”, the acronym of these
services is 3DP-XTAL. Vincent Scalfani is in
charge of this server and the related websites.
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Interested readers may contact him per email92 to
join the discussions.

G. Developments around searchable open
access databases of crystallographic 3D print
files
Efforts are already under way to create searchable
repositories for 3D print files of crystallographic
structures26,27,93,94. A collaboration between the
Science and Engineering Librarian of the
University of Alabama Libraries26 (Vincent
Scalfani), the chief developer of Jmol95 (and
JSmol) at St. Olaf College (Robert Hanson), and
researchers at the Royal Society of Chemistry
(RSC) in the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland (Antony Williams and
coworkers) has so far resulted in more than
32,000 *.wrl70 and 11,700 *.stl71 files of small
molecules26 that will be made searchable by
compound name, chemical formula, SMILES96,
InChI97, and other characterizers at the RSC’s
Crystal Data database93. These 3D print file
entries were derived from *.cif files of the COD81
with the very popular Jmol95 program and batch
processed to *.stl with the MicroMouse
AccuTrans 3D sofware98. Whenever necessary,
the *.stl files were corrected with the netfabb99
software.
Based on data of the wwPDB88, Darrell Hurt and
coworkers at the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases created the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) 3D Print Exchange27. This database
allows users to download, edit and share 3D print
files related to health and science94.
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Figure 2: Sketch to illustrate the hexagonal and cubic densest packings of equal spheres57. Note that the
designer of this sketch included “cutaway” representation of the unit cells of the hexagonal (bottom row, leftmost figure) and cubic (bottom row, right-most figure) densest packings of equal spheres that are identical to
some of our 3D printed models when colors are ignored.
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Figure B1: The allegedly unbound exponential growth of the frequency of the usage of the word
“sustainable” in US English texts over time86.
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